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Abstract - Cloud computing offers the on demand
computational infrastructure to the users which has the
potential to decrease the huge cost to build IT based
services. It can provide ubiquitous, convenient data storage
facility. It is a significant issue as the whole data stored to a
set of interconnected resource pools which are situated over
different location of the world. Stored data can be accessed
through virtual machines by unauthorized users. There are
different types of security and privacy challenges that are
required to analyze and take care. To ensure privacy and
security of data in cloud computing, here proposed a new
data hiding technique called Steganographic Approach
using Huffman Coding (SAHC) which ensures data security
in cloud computing during data-at-rest. Objective is to
prevent data access by unauthorized users from cloud
storage. The main idea is to develop a steganographic
technique to secure cloud data.
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The main objectives of this proposed work are, to improve
the security of data set away in cloud by utilizing Huffman
coding, to give high embeddings efficiency, to give cloud
security to data in cloud while embeddings and extraction
of
secret data, to avoid redundant stockpiling of same data in
the cloud along these lines improving storage space and
cost of the cloud.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Proposed
embedding and extraction algorithms are explained in
section 2. Experimental results are presented in section 3.
Concluding remarks are given in section 4.

1.INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is recognized like a model or replica of
most recent innovation above the web or network which
fulfill on interest administrations, for example, network,
software, storage, resources. Despite the fact that readily
available numerous services can be given to the customer
by the cloud yet information accumulate in single
fundamental features that the cloud administration
supplier gives to the customers. In any case, various
customers are not set up to realize distributed computing
model as a result of the nonappearance or absence of
legitimate means proper security framework in security of
data. There are such an assortment of distributed
computing dealers, for instance, Amazon Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2) and Amazon Simple Storage Services (S3).
Steganography is the claim to fame of hiding information
inside safe spread transporters covered message is
undetectable. St-ego implies secured or secret-and
"graphy" connotes "make" and in this manner,
steganography gets the opportunity to be "secured or
puzzle making". The major concern regarding security of
data in cloud computing is that, as data are available in
remote servers in raw format. So, it can be easily
accessible and can be manipulate by unauthorized users.
© 2016, IRJET

The main aim is to ensure data security in cloud storage
such that it can’t be detectable by any malicious users.
Therefore the main idea is to develop a steganographic
technique to secure cloud data. The proposed method
achieves the cloud data storage security like data loss, data
breaches, account hijacking, malicious insiders etc. by
hiding the data in images instead of data storage in files,
This is done by using three different Cloud Service
Providers (CSP) to increase data security.

2. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
To design the system set of requirements must be met by
the
system. Implementation is the process of converting the
system design into a practical approach. This chapter
provides an insight on the design and implementation of
the proposed “Ensuring Data Storage Security in Cloud
computing using Steganography” system using flow charts
and algorithms of the proposed system.
A. System architecture
In this engineering, there are distinctive elements which
can
be recognized as appeared in fig 1.
User: Users are the one who have to to utilize cloud
establishment.
 Cloud Service Provider-1(CSP-1): In the form
picture data are secured here.
 Cloud Service Provider-2(CSP-2): Here both
unscrambling and encryption frameworks are
secured. This tool will hide data or information
into the pictures and recoup those hidden
information or data from those pictures.
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Cloud Service Provider 3(CSP-3): CSP-3 will
interface with CSP-2 and CSP-2. By the clients or
customer all the figuring’s will be taken at this
juncture.

CSP-3 the evaluations or computations done by the users
willtake place. To store the user data or information, the
subsequent steps will take place:
1. For CSP-1, CSP-3 will ask for set of images.
2. By sending the required set of images to CSP-3
from CSP-1, CSP-3 will receives an acknowledge
from CSP- 1.
3. For CSP-2, CSP-3 will ask for the data hiding
algorithm which is stored in CSP-2.
4. After receiving a request from CSP-3, CSP-2 will
launch data hiding algorithm to CSP-3.
5. For hiding the real/actual data steganographic
technique will applied from CSP-3 and in the form
images data will be saved.
6. At this moment to CSP-1 the images will be sent.

Fig 1. System architecture for cloud
B. Security Model
The data record is not securing physically. As opposed to
securing data into a record, data is securing in a couple
pictures. This thought is acknowledged as steganography
which makes that disguise one part of message/data in
such amanner that no one apart from the proposed
recipient and sender relates the nearness with the
message/data. Through uncertain quality this one is the
new perspective of security. Case in point detach the
entire record into 3 segments and each segment is secured
into the looking at pictures fig 2. Depending upon the
dgree of picture and data archive the division of record is
done.

Fig 3. Computational model for to storing data
The subsequent procedure will be made at whatever time
the user want to get back the data.
1. For CSP-1, CSP-3 asks for the set of images which
contains the message or data.
2. CSP-1 sends set of images to CSP-3 along with
acknowledgment.
3. For CSP-2, CSP-3 will ask for the data hiding
algorithm which is stored in CSP-2.
4. After receiving a request from CSP-3, CSP-2 will
launch data hiding algorithm to CSP-3.
5. At this moment, on images the retrieval algorithm
will applied by CSP-3 and in a separate file the
retrieved data will be stored.

Fig 2. Hiding data into Images
C. Computation Model
In fig 3 and fig 4 the computation model is represented. In
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Fig 4. Computational model to retrieve data
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To the user this file will be displayed. When the user want
to logout from the system this temporary file will be
removed.

3. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
In this section, the aftereffects of the task are portrayed
with
the assistance of depictions. The task is completed
utilizing
three cloud administration suppliers, spread picture and
emit information. Different performances of the
undertaking have been assessed.
Primary form is the primary UI of the undertaking and
connections to a structure resemble enrollment structure,
(cloud administration supplier) CSP1, CSP2 and CSP3
frames. This is appeared in fig 5.

Fig 7. Login form
Selecting Cover Image
This structure demonstrates that, a picture can be chosen
from the picture database keeping in mind the end goal to
shroud the information. In the wake of selecting a picture,
it can be seen in the CSP1 as appeared in fig 8.

Fig 8 selecting image

Fig 5. Main form
Registration form is the enrollment structure for the new
clients for entering the data like ID, secret key, versatile
number, city, state, nation. By giving all these data client
will
be enrolled. This is appeared in fig 6.

The steganography procedure is done in cloud
administration supplier 3. The stego picture is put away in
CSP1, select catch is utilized to concentrate document
from the picture. By giving secret key we can see the
substance covered up in the image.If copy information
happens it won't acknowledge with a specific end goal to
decrease repetition. This is appeared in the fig 4.6, 4.7, 4.8
and 4.9.

Fig 9 Uploading data
Fig 6. Registration form
Cloud Service Provider 1
To go into any of the CSP, need to login by giving ID and
secret key. This CSP1 keeps up a portion of the structures
like picture database, view pictures, steganographed
pictures and extraction. This is appeared in fig 7.
© 2016, IRJET

CSP2 Form
Enterinto CSP2 by giving Id and secret key. In CSP2 the
pressure and extraction calculation are put. CSP3 will
prepare the steganography by taking picture from the
CSP1 and coding from the CSP2 and procedure the
steganography and handled stego picture is again put
away in CSP1. This is appeared in fig 4.10 and 4.11.
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Table 2. PSNR and MSE values for image of 125*125

Fig 10. Login page for CSP-2
CSP3 Form
By utilizing ID and secret key go into CSP3, This is the
structure were we can transfer the information by picking
the document. Subsequent to concealing information into
picture, secret word is given for security reason. By giving
secret key steganography procedure will finish. With a
specific end goal to concentrate we require that
watchword which is done in CSP1. Login page of CSP-3
looks similar to CSP-2.
Table 1 speaks to the spread picture used that is
Hydranges.jpg and Jellyfish.jpg which are 256x256 and
125x125 in estimation independently. The estimation of
PSNR (Peak- Signal-to-Noise-Ratio) and MSE (Mean
Square Error) for changing word incorporate is depicted
the going with table. Test results saw from the above table
depicts that as the amount of words masked inside the
spread picture extends, PSNR regard decreases and MSE
regard increases.
Table 1. PSNR and MSE values for image of 256*256

Sl.
No.
1

Cover image
Hydrenges
No. of Words PSNR
in secrete
(dB)
file
1
50.81

MSE
0.54

2

5

50.62

0.56

3

10

50.33

0.60

4

15

50.14

0.63

5

20

50.06

0.65

The above table 1 portrays that PSNR esteem expanding
relies on upon the quantity of words disguising in the
picture. For the above table hydrenges.jpg picture is
utilized which is 256*256. The pixel of the picture matters
for the estimation of PSNR and MSE.
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Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Cover image
Jellyfish
No. of Words PSNR(dB)
in secrete file
1
50.63
5
50.55
10
50.37
15
50.15
20
50.03

MSE
0.56
0.57
0.60
0.63
0.65

The above table 2 depicts that PSNR value increasing
depends on the number of words concealing in the image.
For the above table jellyfish.jpg image is used which is
125*125. The pixel of the image matters for the value of
PSNR and MSE.

4. CONCLUSION
The focal reason for this anticipate that is will exhibit the
security challenges that are occurring in cloud information
stockpiling and present another joined encoding and
information concealing strategy to avoid unapproved
information access in cloud information stockpiling.
Steganographic way to deal with oversee guarantee
information stockpiling security in passed on figuring
utilizing Huffman Coding (SAHC) is an able steganographic
system for upgrading security of cloud information when
it is still. Essentially store the information into pictures
which is secured in the cloud information stockpiling.
Unapproved clients can't right the essential substance of
the information as a consequence of HVS. Through
unequivocal security
examination it is displayed that this framework gives high
security of information when it is on rest in the server
residence of any CSP.
Steganography however is still a genuinely new thought,
there are steady headways in the PC field, proposing
progressions in the field of steganography also. It is likely
that there will soon be more effective and more propelled
strategies for Steganalysis. In future different change
strategies can be utilized to shroud the emit information
safely in the cloud. The proposed procedure can be
improved to implant.
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